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Chapter 711 

“If I knew this would happen… I wouldn’t have gone abroad. Why did I leave…” Anne was filled with 

regret, and warm tears welled up in her eyes. 

“Who would’ve known such a thing would happen? It’s not your fault.” Sarah felt sorry for Anne and 

also for Nigel. 

Sometimes, Sarah did not know who she should feel sorry for among the three. In truth, her own life 

was not easy. 

As she thought about it, she realized her life was simply too harsh. 

“After your dad broke up with me, I was so angry that I cursed him every day. Why did I want to suffer 

so much to give birth to his child while he enjoyed his life? Especially the day I gave birth to you, I was in 

pain the entire time, and I wanted to slap Nigel so badly… I always thought that he’d lived a very 

comfortable life with his daughter after he remarried. But I didn’t expect that it hadn’t been easy for 

him…” Sarah’s eyes were red, and the more she spoke, the sadder she became. Then, she added, “I 

shouldn’t have hidden my pregnancy. I regret it so much…‘ 

Nigel, who had obviously lost a lot of weight, 

She would also massage Nigel from time to time as Kathryn advised them to massage Nigel often to 

prevent 

However, Anne took the time to come over, and Sarah let her do as she wished to 

you want to see the children? I’ll try to tell Anthony to let them come here,” Anne 

you make 

it should be fine. I’ll just say it’s for them to see Grandpa, 

to the company. As soon as she entered the office, Ken knocked on the door 

discussing the work arrangement, Ken asked, “Ms. Vallois, three female assistants will come to interview 

tomorrow morning. Do you want 

“Yes. What time?” 

ten o’clock. What do you think? If it’s too early or 

wanted to find one she liked. After all, they would have 

Chapter 712 

“Nothing. Tell me about this Mr. Kennedy,” Anne said, “I want to know more.” 

“Okay.” Ken began to talk to Anne about Lionel Kennedy’s various hobbies. 

After Ken left, Anne took out her phone and called Anthony. No matter what, it was better to contact 

him first. 



The phone rang a few times before Anthony answered, and Anne asked, “Master, are you busy?” 

“Calling me ‘Master‘? You must have something to ask me.” Anthony’s deep voice sounded. 

Anne tried her best to be as demure as possible. “Yes. Can you let the children visit Grandpa in the 

ward? I think he might wake up when he hears their voices. This request… isn’t too much, right?” 

Anthony did not answer, making Anne somewhat anxious. 

He would allow it, right? 

Anthony disagree 

still holding grudges for 

up 

straight but soon recalled that she had something scheduled in the afternoon, so she said, “I have an 

appointment with a client in the 

“What client?” 

Anne supposed to explain this 

“Got it.” 

more, Anthony directly hung up the call, extremely domineering. However, she was relieved since 

not 

at the golf course ahead of 

late and only 

meet you, Mr. Kennedy,” Anne 

in an accident.” Lionel was about the same age as Nigel, and he seemed 

but the feeling did not last long. Then, she quickly smiled and added, “Thank 

is a pianist?” Lionel asked his accompanying subordinates and then Anne, 

Chapter 713 

Anne used to play golf as a major sport at Cambrick. Hence, she knew how to golf, but certainly not as 

well as Lionel, who often played the sport. 

Nonetheless, Anne still bit the bullet and played along with Lionel for the company’s sake. Without a 

doubt, Anne was badly defeated. 

After a few rounds, Anne was completely humiliated. 

“Hahaha. Even though you lost, you played well. You’re a smart girl,” said Lionel, “although Mr. Faye 

doesn’t have a son, you’re a great daughter!” 



“Mr. Kennedy, you and my dad are the same age, so I think it’s only appropriate to call you Uncle 

Kennedy. Anyway, do you think we can continue the cooperation between our companies, Uncle 

Kennedy?” Anne seized the opportunity to ask. 

Lionel raised his finger to stop her. “As I said, I’m not here today to discuss business, and I have no 

intention of cooperating with your company.” 

“My Dad’s company had already cooperated with yours when he was still abroad, and you’re both long 

familiar with each other. Your decision to give up the cooperation is nothing more than the fact that 

medical care has been too uncertain recently, and my Dad’s company has yet to reach the peak of its 

profits. I can understand that, but it’s just that the benefits that you’re seeking, as far as I know, can’t 

last long. ” 

“How do you know?” 

street, A sells a bowl of noodles for five dollars, and B also sells it at the same price. However, B finds 

that his business is not as good as A, so he 

Anne said. 

pointed at Anne. “I admire you, but it doesn’t matter if the noodle is delicious or not. As long as it’s not 

bad, 

store like this last?” Anne asked, “Besides, if you were really, really sure about working with 

look, but switching cooperation to another company was not as easy as 

did not expect that Nigel’s 

or bad to do business with such 

you lose, we’ll not talk about it anymore. What do 

Anne’s heart sank. 

there a need to play a game? She was obviously bound to lose! 

Mr. Walker whispered, “Ms. Vallois, why don’t we just give up? After all, he’s not 

she did not try, she would not know the result. If she did not try, she would surely fail, but what if she 

succeeded if she 

go back like this, how can I convince the others 

Chapter 714 

When Lionel realized who it was, he rushed forward to greet him, “Hello, Mr. Marwood. My name is 

Lionel Kennedy. I didn’t expect to bump into you here, and I’ve long been looking forward to meeting 

you. We just finished here, and I hope you’ll have a good time.” 

Anthony glanced at Anne and said, “Since we’re here, let’s play together!” 



Lionel was surprised. Although his business was not small, it was not worth mentioning compared to the 

powerful young man before him. 

Let alone being able to play together. 

However, Lionel still humbly said, “I’m golfing with a newbie, so I’m afraid we’re not worthy of playing 

with you, Mr. Marwood.” 

“A newbie…” Anthony’s obsidian eyes fixed on Anne, and he raised his hand to call her over. 

Anne bit her lip and walked over reluctantly, secretly muttering, “What the hell is Anthony doing here? 

Is he really here for golf?” 

Of all the times, why did he come when she was here? Was it just a coincidence? 

it directly since Lionel said she was a 

if there were ten steps between her and Lionel, then there were a hundred steps between 

and lowered her head. “Mr. 

acted 

on Lionel’s face, and she 

this man was doing 

aback and looked at Anne in 

can say that we’re quite close,” 

was confusing, but Lionel immediately understood what Anthony 

Anne was Anthony’s! 

my mistake for not noticing it earlier. Ms. Vallois, forgive me!” Lionel immediately 

wasn’t a businesswoman before, 

sweat. After all, everyone knew that Anthony 

character was acceptable. However, 

helped Lionel out of the 

Chapter 715 

“I didn’t lie to you. On the other hand, what are you doing? Why are you here and disturbing the 

situation?” Anne asked. 

“Do you have a problem with that?” 

“…I won’t dare to.” 



“I know you won’t.” Anthony grabbed Anne’s hand and pulled her over. Then, with her back up against 

his, he guided her step by step. “Pay attention.” 

Anne bit her lip, appearing extremely uncomfortable. 

Why was he teaching her how to golf this way under everyone’s watchful eyes? Anthony was too 

ignorant of the existence of others! 

In fact, there was no need to play a game and decide on the winner. Furthermore, with Anthony’s 

sudden appearance, there was no need for her to show up in person to discuss business in Luton in the 

future! 

However, Anne did not want this to happen. She wanted to know more about her father, and she 

wished to use her own efforts and intelligence to run her father’s company. 

Moreover, what good was it to owe Anthony? 

It would only make Anthony treat her more 

and the others had their backs facing away, pretending to chat over a 

tell me that Ms. Vallois and Mr. Marwood knew each other? I almost made 

make trouble for Anne so she would walk away in the face of difficulties. Then, he would 

Unexpectedly, Anthony appeared. 

she was already in charge of the company. The essential staff of the company was 

as long as Anne 

be hard to do that 

Anthony was almost done teaching Anne, his bodyguard called 

better after being taught by Anthony. In fact, the ball went straight to 

still need to play? I’ll obviously lose! Ms. Vallois improved her skills to this level 

just a 

Vallois, you’re 

can call me by my name. No need for the formality.” Anne 

companies 

and negotiating the cooperation, Anne 

was sitting by the window, and asked, “Aren’t you going to thank me 

would still be able to persuade Mr. Kennedy. However, have you thought about what others 

Chapter 716 



Anne turned her face away. 

Anthony’s thin lips pressed against her ears, making her tremble uncontrollably. 

Anne could tell what Anthony meant by her so–called ‘skill‘. 

She did not want such a skill! 

Anthony’s thin lips seductively lingered on her ears. He did not appear unhappy because 

Anne turned her face away. After all, she was in his control, and he could get what he wanted with just a 

flick of a finger. 

Moreover, she seemed interested. 

“How long has it been since I wanted you? Hmm?” Anthony smelled her sweet body fragrance, and he 

recalled how heavenly she tasted, arousing him. 

Anne noticed Anthony’s change in mood, and she resisted slightly. “Aren’t we picking up the children 

later?” 

She did not want to do this kind of thing with Anthony at all. Each time it happened, it just made her 

understand clearer what she was to Anthony–just like a cheap mistress. 

“Stay at Royal Mansion for the night.” Anthony’s breath was hot. 

Feeling his hot breath on her delicate skin, Anne gritted her teeth, trying hard not to tremble. 

was not a negotiating tone but 

knew it was useless, and Anthony had plenty 

back to Royal Mansion to see the 

study, and Anne knew that this meant he allowed her to take the children away. Thus, she got into the 

car with the kids in her arms, and Ivan was 

The van followed behind. 

we going? Why is Papa not following us?” Chloe 

and said, “We’re going to visit 

innocent and cute. “The last 

Grandpa 

“Me too!” Chris followed. 

he came, Charlie and Chris were still asleep! I was awake! Grandpa even hugged 

see the children, and he was more familiar 

surely be sad if they saw him lying 



happened to Grandpa, and he’s in the hospital, so I’m taking you to see him…” Anne looked at the three 

Grandpa sick?” Charlie 

very serious?” Chloe 

worry. Grandpa will 

nodded hard. “Yes. He’ll definitely be fine. As long as you stand by the bed and talk to Grandpa, he 

might 

and Anne went 

“Grandma!” 

up and went over to them, hugging them lovingly. 

too, Grandma,” 

heart was getting softer as she looked at 

Chapter 717 

Anne walked over and carried them. “Let’s eat first. Grandpa is still sleeping.” 

“I–Is Grandpa not hungry?” Chloe asked. 

“The doctors will put Grandpa on an IV drip,” Anne said. 

“I know…it’s to replace meals,” Chris said. 

“That’s right.” Anne forced a smile. 

While eating, Anne asked, “Mom, I heard from the nurse that you stayed here last night?” 

Since she was exposed, Sarah simply replied, “It’s the same as living at home.” 

“How can it be the same? What if you get sick?” Anne frowned. 

Sarah looked at the triplets staring at her, and she reluctantly agreed. “Okay. I won’t stay here 

anymore.” 

Suddenly, the ward door opened, and Bianca walked in. “That’s right. You shouldn’t stay here anymore. 

Otherwise, others might think he’s your husband!” 

Anne’s face instantly turned sour as the children were present. 

Dorothy joined Bianca. With a face full of mockery, she said, “Oh, you’re having dinner? The triplets are 

here too. But did Anthony allow them to be here? Don’t let immoral people corrupt them…” 

let them come. If you have any problem with that, 

don’t believe it!” Bianca was 

believe it, you can call 



her teeth. How could she make the call? Would Anne be so brazen if it were not for Anthony’s 

a long face. “Since 

dinner, so just wait!” 

“Who do 

disturb our dinner?” Chloe’s baby voice sounded, immediately interrupting Dorothy’s sentence. Then, 

she added, “If I don’t eat, Papa 

held back their anger. Surprisingly, they dared not say 

it would only make matters worse 

Bianca said and 

matter how irritated Dorothy was, she had no choice but to follow Bianca 

happily rewarded the 

they are? I can’t 

snitch in front of Anthony.” 

aggrieved. “Obviously, Anthony treats Sarah and Anne differently because of the children. Sarah could 

never 

taken advantage of her time visiting Dad and 

said, “I’ve known for a long time that children are the 

hurt when the topic of 

She wanted to have Anthony’s 

could only get the marriage certificate after she 

door opened, and Anne and Sarah came out with the triplets. Then, they left 

triplets, and they became more annoyed with 

Chapter 718 

Back at the Royal Mansion, Anne did not see Anthony. 

Hayden informed her that Anthony was busy in the study with his company affairs, and he was not done 

yet. 

Then, Anne accompanied the children to their room and bathed them individually. 

As Chloe was a girl, she did not bathe with her brothers. 

Anne bathed Charlie and Chris first. Then, she and Chloe finally soaked in the bathtub together. 



Anne could let the maids bathe the kids, but she wanted to spend more time with them and chose to do 

it herself. 

Chloe put all the bubbles on her head, bobbing her little head, and asked, “Mama, do I look good?” 

Anne hugged her and chuckled. “Yes.” 

“Let me put some on you.” Chloe placed the bubbles on Anne’s head, giggling after she had done so. 

“What’s wrong?” Anne turned to look at herself in the mirror next to her. Chloe had made two ‘horns‘ 

on Anne’s head, and she could not help laughing, “What am I?” 

“You’re a deer!” Chloe said. 

bobbed her head. “I 

looked at Anne’s chest and asked 

serious. “No. You’re 

Anne was not 

door was opened, and Anthony saw the mother–daughter duo taking a bubble bath in the 

“Papa!” Chloe was excited. 

he not see that she was taking 

chest, covering it with the bubbles, so it was out 

not have noticed her little actions? Did she think she could hide if 

walked toward the bathtub and propped both hands on the edge. He looked at Anne and her mini 

version, both with bubbles on their head. They 

sliding down Chloe’s forehead so as not to get into 

You look so angry. 

didn’t bully me, but…but she doesn’t let me have 

Anthony looked at Anne. 

She was really 

say this kind of thing, but it was completely 

big girl now. You 

would give her everything, but she did not expect him to say same. In the end, she puffed her 

the 

Chapter 719 

“Oh, I got it. Papa and Mama are going on a date, right?” said Chloe like a bright child. 



What date? It was simply a matter of one person giving and the other person taking. 

It was too romantic to say that it was a date. 

Her relationship with Anthony could never reach that kind of stage. 

It was after Anne tucked the triplets in that she went to Anthony’s room. 

By then, Anthony had already taken a shower. He was leaning against the bed while using his arm as a 

pillow to rest his head. It was unclear if he had fallen asleep. 

Anne was hoping that he had fallen asleep. That way, she would be able to go back and keep her 

children accompanied. 

She walked up to him to take a closer look. 

She had to admit that Anthony was very good–looking. The lines of his facial features were a blend of 

both beauty and coldness. 

It was more precise to say that it was because he looked overly cold that others could not see his 

beauty. 

Even if he was asleep like that, he looked as if he was a ferocious beast taking a nap, and 

of him pouncing at 

and immediately wanted to leave. However, something tightened around her 

fell backward onto the bed in 

She landed on Anthony. 

black eyes, which had a sharp gaze. Everything she saw suddenly overturned and her body was 

to Anthony made her feel suffocated and her heart beat like 

Anthony stroked her delicate face with his finger and his 

and Mama.” Anne gave 

father’s problem.” Anthony lowered his thin 

endured it all while finding 

when she was about to be out of breath that he 

bottomless eyes above her. There was a terrifying storm brewing in them and it was about to engulf 

looked at him in a daze. 

he not 

not used to him looking 

you looking at…?” Anne felt 



make you even more obedient.” Anthony’s voice was 

eyes shook a little. “Am I not obedient 

from enough.” Anthony wanted more. He was not satisfied and his ambition could not 

body subconsciously stiffened a little. Before she regained her senses, the shadow closed 

Chapter 720 

Anne turned her beautiful face to the side and reminded him with difficulty, “It’s…Hayden…” 

Anthony’s gaze was filled with desire and his expression turned ice cold. 

His mood became unusually ruthless as he was interrupted. 

He got up, put his pajamas back on, and walked out of the bedroom after he fiercely opened the door. 

“You’d better have something important!” 

“It’s Ms. Faye’s mother. She called and said that Ms. Faye has gone missing,” said Hayden. 

Anne, who was lying on the bed trying to catch her breath, was stunned. ‘Bianca?‘ 

“Your phone was in the study, so she had no choice but to call me,” said Hayden, “she said Ms. Faye was 

worried that her father could not wake up, so she went to the church in the mountains to pray. In the 

end, she went missing. She asked for you to help look for Ms. Faye.” 

“Bring my phone,” Anthony ordered after he calmed his irritating emotions. 

“Yes.” 

Anthony entered the bedroom and his black eyes silently stared at Anne, who was curling in the covers 

on the bed. “You heard that?” 

“A matter is extremely important when a life is at stake,” said Anne. 

a brief moment and said, “Go 

go and sleep with 

sleep here.” Anthony 

up but her movement stiffened. She laid on the bed helplessly and listened to the 

continue doing the deed anymore 

Bianca had gone missing? 

the church 

she truly did that with their 

matter what her reason was, it was 

fiancee. How could Anne compete 



not long after that as 

woke up, it was already the morning 

room, let alone traces of him sleeping 

Anthony did not return to the room anymore after 

not found? Nothing would have truly happened to her, 

She still hoped that Bianca would be safe 

If something were to truly happen to Bianca, he would be sad 

up, she went to 

and their little faces were 


